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Nashua, NH DECCO, Inc. has joined the Comfort Systems USA network, a building and service
provider for mechanical, electrical, and plumbing building systems. This partnership will enable
DECCO to accelerate its growth and expand its reach across all business platforms, including
DECCO Construction, DECCOServ, DECCOFab, and Critical Equipment Handling. 

“We have worked hard to position our company to do bigger and better things for years to come,
and joining forces with Comfort Systems USA was the perfect partner for DECCO’s growth,” said
Kyle Reagan, DECCO’s CEO.

3D Virtual Design Solutions

“Our search began in finding a partner that shared our core values — partnership, excellence,
ethics, commitment, and servant leadership —and we are excited for the future and for what we can
offer our clients as we look to create opportunities for our partners and expanded services for our
clients.”

By leveraging Comfort Systems USA’s service model, DECCO aims to enhance its capabilities and
offerings to better serve clients across the region and country. DECCO recently expanded its
services with the opening of a new High Purity Processing Facility, as well as the launch of its Clean
Utility Service Program (CUSP). These new additions to its DECCOServ group will enable it to offer
even more comprehensive solutions to national clients.

As a member of Comfort Systems USA’s network, DECCO’s full-service design and fabrication
group, DECCOFab, will provide more custom fabrication solutions to clients nationwide. DECCO
Construction will be able to broaden its scope of services by exploring project partnerships for the
advanced industries in the New England region. Furthermore, their critical equipment handling group
will offer equipment storage and specialized rigging services to a much larger market. These moves
reflect DECCO’s commitment to delivering top-quality services and solutions while providing career
advancement opportunities for its partners.
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